Homepage

www.paintters.com

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 26,000
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Como
Silk Scarf

A signature handbag of
<Paintters>, this colorful and
unique tote bag is made with
silky touch fabric and genuine
vegetable leather handle.
Its light-weight, durable
feature is perfect for a daily
item, and art-collaborated
pattern makes it season-less.
100% made in Korea.

A 100% silk scarf made in
Italy. From the label to the
delicate hand-rolled finish,
this luxurious and high quality
‘Como scarf’ has unique
and beautiful designs from
various artists’ artworks.
Also, it is made from an
area of northern Italy called
‘Como’ where is well-known
for the quality silk and scarf
production. Its classic, yet
fashionable design will give
you a pleasant and refreshing
experience whenever you
wear it.

Silky Clutch

Lungo Scarf

This colorful and unique silky
touch fabric clutch is light,
compact and fashionable. It is
made with a gold zipper with
genuine vegetable leather on
the handle.
With art-collaborated
patterns, it will give you fun
and refreshing experience to
your daily life.
100% made in Korea.

A 100% cotton scarf made in Italy.
From the label to the finish, this super
soft and long ‘Lungo scarf’ has unique
and beautiful designs from various artists’
artworks.
Made from an area of northern Italy called
‘Como’ where is well-known for the quality
silk and scarf production.
Its classic, yet fashionable design will give
you a pleasant and refreshing experience
whenever you wear it.
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Target Customer

All ages of
Women

Target Customer

All ages over 20

Target Countries

Asia, Europe,
America
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Asia, Europe, America
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Target Customer

All ages of
women

Target Customer Age 30 and over

Target Countries

Asia, Europe,
America
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Asia, Europe,
America

baby goods

SYS
Bag

<Paintters> is a ‘Wearable Art Studio’
that values attractive colors.
By adding the letter ‘t’ to the word
‘Painters’, we gave the meaning of our
distinctive and unique identity to the
brand.
In 2017, Paintters was first launched,
making collaboration with artists of SYS
PLANET (since 2010). And based on the
philosophy of ”wearing art in daily life”,
we make Paintter’s very own steady
seller by connecting beautiful artworks
and great materials together.
We will create timeless products with
quality and designs that go beyond the
trend.
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#art #collaboration #handbags #fashion
#colorful #unique #fabric

Contact Point
Yoonwoo Kim
+82-2-573-0155
painttersinfo@gmail.com
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